
From: Dennis Gauvin <dgauvin61@comcast.net>
Sent: Saturday, August 08, 2015 12:21 PM
To: Deno, Sandy; Governor Hassan; kevin.avard@leg.state.nh.us
Subject: PUC Docket DG14-380

To NH PUC:

I have followed the PUC’s proceedings regarding the Liberty Utilities agreement associated with the NED. As a native of
the area for 64+ years I believe that the way of life in NH will only be adversely affected if the proposed NED project is
approved. Liberty Utilities can obtain the requested gas from existing sources. Why should southern NH towns be
forced to suffer the harm to our water supplies, air quality, health issues and property values when the NEED has clearly
NOT been established and other solutions are readily available?

If it looks like a duck

The proposed NED project will result in a PRIVATE company taking land by eminent domain for PRIVATE profit! Who is
fooling who? The gas will be for the most part exported!

The potential for disaster is not just a possibility but a regular occurrence as was proven just last week in Corpus Christi
Texas! The numerous accidents occurring on transmission lines across this country is appalling!

I find it absolutely incredible that my state which boasts on the website www.visitnh.gov live free and SHINE BRIGHT,
live free and LAUGH, live free and TREK, to attract tourists, can support the proposed plan across southern NH and
especially here in the Monadnock region which includes the Wapack trail and Rhododendron State Park among others.

I suggest what is called for is a reopening of the hearings on DG14-380. The PUC should follow the fourth motto of the
tourism website “Live Free and SLOW IT DOWN”! Take the time to look closely at the immediate and long term impacts
of the decision to scar southern NH and its residents forever.

Respectfully,

Dennis Gauvin

New lpswich, NH
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